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The Aftermath of Regulatory Changes
Replacing Lost Debit and Overdraft Revenue

T

he government’s response to the extended
recession has raised a number of questions,
many pertaining to how regulatory changes
will affect financial institution revenue and
profitability. Regulation E (Reg E) changes and the
Durbin Interchange Amendment – signed into
law as part of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform
and Consumer Protection Act – are expected to
have negative bottom-line repercussions for
financial institutions. As the federal government
continues to address the way financial institutions
operate, the industry holds its collective breath in
anticipation of the full impact of the regulatory
changes.
In February of 2010, Peak Performance
Consulting Group of Austin, Texas, conducted a
survey of 112 financial institution executives with
regard to recent government-regulated changes
in the fee structure of demand deposit accounts
(DDAs) and debit usage. David Kerstein, president
of Peak Performance Consulting, shared findings
and offered strategies to combat the fallout in a
recent PULSE Academy.

Reg E Changes: Overdraft Revenue Declines
Reg E changes require financial institutions
to obtain permission from account holders to
charge overdraft fees when covering ATM or
debit transactions in which account funds are
(continued on page 10)

Debit Issuer Study Shows Debit
Card Use Remains Robust

E

ach year, PULSE commissions the Debit Issuer Study to obtain an objective fact base on card issuer performance and financial
institutions’ outlook for their debit card businesses. The 2010 Debit Issuer Study revealed that the debit market remained robust
during the second year of the economic downturn and is projected to grow strongly throughout the year. The study also found
that much of the growth in debit use is in small-ticket transactions.
(continued on page 11)
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VIEW FROM THE TOP
Dear PULSE Participant,

C

ontinuing challenges in the U.S. economy and an onslaught of new financial regulations
threaten to restrain the profitability of today’s financial institutions. The most recent
example of this is the regulation of debit interchange as part of the Dodd-Frank Wall

Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
The interchange provisions contained in the Act, commonly known as the Durbin
Interchange Amendment, are expected to result in significant changes to the electronic
payments industry – changes that will likely impact the profitability of financial institutions’

Dave Schneider

debit card programs. The full extent of these changes will not be known for many months,
until the Federal Reserve’s rulemaking process is completed.

“At PULSE, we are

At PULSE, we are working diligently to find ways to make PIN debit even more valuable
to both issuers and consumers. Earlier this year, we published a white paper titled Responding

working diligently

to Changes to Consumer Overdraft Services to help participants reduce the impact of regulatory

to find ways to make

Here are two additional opportunities for debit revenue generation that every PULSE

PIN debit even more

changes on overdraft fee income while continuing to support their account holders’ needs.

participant should consider:
PULSE PAY® Choice – To help you boost PIN debit revenue, we have created an alternative

valuable to both issuers

participation level that offers higher interchange to qualified financial institutions. PULSE PAY

and consumers.”

grocery transactions conducted by your account holders. As described in the article on page 11,

Choice can earn your financial institution higher interchange revenue on general retail and

qualifying for PULSE PAY Choice is not difficult and the integration process is seamless. Your
PULSE account manager will be happy to provide you all the details.*
PULSE® Internet PIN Debit – By enabling consumers to experience the benefits of Internet
shopping with the added security of using a PIN for their purchases, PULSE Internet PIN Debit can
improve the profitability of your debit program in several ways. Issuers are projected to realize
higher revenue due to increased transaction volume, while boosting cardholder loyalty and
retention. At the same time, chargebacks and fraud rates are expected to be significantly reduced,
further increasing bottom-line performance. To find out how you can put PULSE Internet PIN
Debit to work for your institution, watch our new demo at www.pulsenetwork.com/ipd.
These are just two of the latest ways PULSE is working to deliver value to you, our financial
institution participants. In the coming months, we will focus on developing white papers,
webinars and other resources to help prepare financial institutions for what is to come.
As always, thank you for your continued support of PULSE.

Sincerely,

Dave Schneider
President
*The potential impact of the Durbin Amendment on the program is unclear at this time.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
PULSE Debit Performance Webinar Series

Maximizing the Value of Your
Depository Relationships

T

he profitability of demand deposit
accounts is under more pressure
than ever, as a result of recent
changes to Regulation E’s overdraft
provisions and impending interchange
regulation resulting from the DoddFrank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act.
In September, PULSE will host a
two-part Debit Performance Webinar
Series designed to support network
participants in maximizing the value
of their depository relationships. The
series will be presented by Mercator
Advisory Group. It is free to PULSE
participants and includes course
materials, on-demand replay access
and an informative white paper.

PART ONE – Depository Accounts
and the New Normal
September 16, 2010
1:00 – 2:00 p.m. CT
This session will address the changing
nature of the financial services market
and the effect on traditional depository
account relationships, including:
• Industry statistics and the impact
of new and proposed regulatory
oversight
• New competitive environment:
banks vs. non-banks
• Consumer preferences and
demographics
• Evolving financial services and
delivery channels

PART TWO – Reframing Value:
The Intersection of Fees, Contact
Channels and Loyalty
September 30, 2010
1:00 – 2:00 p.m. CT
This session will define potential ways
financial institutions can maximize the
value of their depository relationships.
Topics will include:
• Fee income sources, best practices
• Account segmentation and
monetization opportunities
• Creating lasting loyalty structures
• The value of relevancy in financial
services relationships
• Cost-sharing schemes and
leveraging partner brands

To register, visit the Professional Development section of the PULSE website at www.pulsenetwork.com/pd.
For more information, contact Melissa Voelkner at mvoelkner@pulsenetwork.com.

DebitFacts.org Holds Debit Video Contest

D

o debit cards encourage smart
financial behavior? Many cardholders think so. This summer,
PULSE’s consumer debit website,
DebitFacts.org, conducted a video
contest with the theme “Are You Debit
Smart?” The top three prizes were
announced August 10, 2010 on
www.debitfacts.org.
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ATM Technology Continues to Advance

F

inancial institutions of all sizes are
showing greater interest in advanced
ATM functionalities. Some large
banks are using ATMs to deliver targeted
marketing messages, while others have
deployed envelope-free ATMs.
Several credit unions also have
announced they will deploy ATMs that
accept envelope-free deposits. ATM
manufacturers Diebold and NCR both
have reported receiving more inquiries
from smaller companies about advanced

ATMs. The technology was previously used
primarily by only the largest banks.
Members of Colorado’s Bellco Credit
Union like the so-called “intelligentdeposit” ATMs.
“We have rolled out check imaging
on 50 ATMs, and the feedback from our
members has been extremely positive,”
said Georgeen Goodell, Bellco’s director of
systems operations, in a Bellco press
release. “Our processing costs have been
greatly reduced by eliminating the need
for daily couriers and error
checking, since the computer
confirms deposit accuracy
before the transaction is
complete.” Below are other
examples of ATM technology
utilization.

ATM Personalization
Rather than employing a
“one-size-fits-all” strategy for
ATM screens and marketing
messages, deployers should
view each ATM interaction as
an opportunity for personal
contact with the customer,
according to Phoenix
Interactive, a provider of
Windows-based ATM software.
Generation Y expects to
receive information automatically and electronically, the
ATM experience included.
There are two distinct
options for personalizing ATM
screens and messages. One is
to base terminal characteristics
on factors such as region,

location and functionality, while the other
is to deliver a targeted and personal
experience based on the customer’s
demographic information and relationship
with the financial institution. The key is to
use the ATM to create a dialogue, rather
than a monologue.

E-mail Receipts
Wells Fargo recently began offering
users of its San Francisco ATMs the option
to have transaction receipts sent to their
e-mail accounts. The trial impacts 191 of
the bank’s more than 12,000 Wells Fargoand Wachovia-branded ATMs nationwide.
The company stresses the environmental benefits of the service in customer
marketing materials. Once an account
holder chooses to have a receipt sent to
his or her e-mail address, the ATM network
stores that preference and offers it on
subsequent ATM transactions.

Utility Payments
Erste Bank Hungary announced a pilot
that will allow account holders to pay utility
bills at the ATM. The ATMs are equipped
with a module that “reads” the bills using
optical character recognition and prints
customer receipts. The Budapest-based
bank initially will offer the service on 12
of its nearly 400 ATMs.
These are just a few of the technologies
financial institutions are using to add value
to the typically low-margin business of
ATM deployment. If your institution is
doing something new and different with
its ATMs, let us know by sending an e-mail
to arhodes@pulsenetwork.com.

New Council Provides Advice on Fraud
Prevention Strategies and Processes

C

ontinually seeking new tactics and
tools to fight payments fraud is a key
focus at PULSE. To encourage the
free flow of fraud prevention ideas and
recommendations, the network has
formed the PULSE Payments Security
Council (PPSC).
The PPSC consists of representatives
from PULSE participating financial institutions. The Council’s primary objectives are
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to serve in an advisory capacity to PULSE
regarding its fraud mitigation products and
services, share current trends in fraud activities with other PULSE participants and
establish fraud industry “best practices.”
The Council will give recommendations
on matters related to payment card fraud
trends, fraud systems enhancements, report
generation and related fraud matters.
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“Forming this Council is necessary
to ensure our continued success on the
forefront of fraud mitigation services,” said
Warren Coles, PULSE executive vice
president, Operations. “The advice and
feedback from the Council members will
be a tremendous asset in this endeavor.”
This subcommittee of the network’s
Financial Institution Oversight Committee
will meet at least three times a year.

IndustryVoice

Beyond Customer Service

Turning Account Holders Into Partners

By Steve Yastrow
Yastrow & Company

W

e are now entering a postcustomer-service age. It’s not
enough to be nice to your
account holders. Customer service has
become a commodity; it doesn’t differentiate your bank, credit union or savings
institution from its competitors.
What is it that makes an account
holder want to be involved with your
organization over the long term? Why
would consumers choose you over another
financial institution? It’s not simply providing good customer service, or making
great promises in your marketing materials.
It’s how well the entire customer experience comes together in harmony to tell
one story. That’s “brand harmony,” and it
creates strong customer relationships.

Beyond Customer Service
Price isn’t the only factor consumers
consider when choosing a service provider.
Having a strong relationship is one of the
best ways to give people a reason other
than price to buy from you. In an online
survey conducted for my book, We: The
Ideal Customer Relationship, 86 percent of
participants said they are more likely to
recommend a business if they have a
relationship with the company, compared
to only 14 percent if the company offers
them a better price.
Relationships also create loyalty. Of
survey participants who said they are in a
relationship with one of two companies

with which they do business, the
overwhelming majority (84 percent for
one company and 92 percent for the other)
said they give more business to the
company where they have a relationship.
So how do you build a customer
relationship? To go beyond customer
service, you have to improve your relationship with the account holder. If you simply
provide customer service, the account
holder will think of your institution as
“they.” If you go beyond customer service,
they will think of themselves and you as
one collaborative unit, as “we.” Imagine the
impact this would have on your business.

“When you create

Building Customer Relationships

Is there fluidity?” Are we responding to
each other? Create unique, meaningful,
memorable encounters with account
holders, every single time – on the phone,
in person, even over e-mail. They want to
know that they are not just getting the
script; that you’re treating them like a
unique human being. Ditch the pitch.
3. Even though you have delivered a
service thousands of times, create the
experience in a unique way for the
account holder. Avoid scripting; create a
fresh, spontaneous experience for your
customer. Honor what makes each
account holder unique.
If these three elements are present in a
customer interaction, you will go beyond
customer service and have a relationshipbuilding encounter. If one of them is
missing, you will have a transaction.
Practice the encounter habit every
time you deal with an account holder.
Create an ongoing conversation with them.
When you create that “we” relationship,
that’s when your account holder says, “I
can’t get this anywhere else.”
For more information on creating a
“we” relationship, visit www.yastrow.com.
To download the free e-book, Encounters,
go to http://yastrow.com/downloads/
Encounters-Ebook-by-Steve-Yastrow.pdf.

Every time you interact with an account
holder, one of three things happens. Your
relationship gets better, it stays the same
or it gets worse. If your relationship gets
better, I call that an “encounter.” If it stays
the same or gets worse, you’ve simply
conducted a “transaction.”
If you can turn every interaction
into an encounter, you will build a “we”
relationship. This sort of relationship
requires an ongoing conversation in which
your account holder never thinks of you
without thinking of both of you. This is
when they start thinking of themselves
and your organization as “we.”

Creating an Encounter
What does it take to build a “we”
relationship? Here are three things you
should do every time you interact with
an account holder:
1. Be 100 percent engaged with the
individual, and invite them to be engaged
in the moment with you. In my free e-book,
Encounters, there are specific ideas for how
to do this.
2. Engage the account holder in true
conversation. Employ the one-paragraph
rule: do not say more than one paragraph
to your customer without allowing them
to weigh in. That is presenting rather than
conversing. Ask yourself, “Am I listening
enough? Are we listening to each other?

that ‘we’ relationship,
that’s when your
account holder says,
‘I can’t get this
anywhere else.’”

Yastrow is the founder of Yastrow & Company, a Chicago-based consulting firm, where he has assembled a stellar team of associates who work with him to create consulting engagements
that deliver powerful results. Yastrow & Company works with a variety of companies, from the Fortune 500 level to smaller owner-managed businesses. Yastrow is a former vice president
of resort marketing at Hyatt Hotels and Resorts. His revolutionary approach to marketing and business is based on the groundbreaking ideas found in his books, Brand Harmony (The
Tom Peters Company Press, 2003), and We: The Ideal Customer Relationship (SelectBooks, 2007). Yastrow earned an MBA from the J.L. Kellogg School of Management at
Northwestern University.
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PULSE Insights & Solutions e

Reveals Valuable Tools for Real- W

P

ULSE’s first eForum was presented
live in April via the Internet to
network participants nationwide.
A new format for PULSE Professional
Development programming, the Insights
& Solutions eForum brought together
specialists on marketing, loyalty programs
and debit performance management for
a 90-minute discussion on today’s hottest
debit topics.
Financial services experts Patricia
Hewitt and Doug Rappoport, as well as
marketing guru John Moore, comprised
the panel, while Steve Sievert, PULSE
senior vice president of Marketing and
Communications, moderated the forum.
The four engaged in a captivating
conversation about topics ranging from
the economy to marketing strategies
and rewards programs that work, each
contributing their unique perspective
and expertise.

Capitalizing on Disruptive Forces
Patricia Hewitt, director of Debit
Advisory Service for the Mercator Group,
offered insights into the current economy.
The recession, high unemployment and
legislative and regulatory pressures are
disruptive forces, the likes of which the
industry has not seen in decades, she says.
“The combination of a maturing market
and chaos in the economy has created an
environment of tremendous innovation,”
said Hewitt. “In addition, consumers are
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looking at financial services differently,
choosing financial services differently and
managing their spending differently. It’s
going to be a time of opportunity for
consumers, solution providers and
financial institutions.”
Hewitt suggests that financial institutions “shop their own closet” – in other
words, find new ways to capitalize on the
products and services they already offer
to the benefit of account holders.
“Financial institutions under-penetrate
their existing customer base with products
and services they offer,” she said. Hewitt
recommends that institutions use segmentation to carefully analyze their portfolio
and more accurately target their offerings.

Deepening Relationships
Doug Rappoport, product manager
on the Rewards Management and
Enhancement Services Team at Wells
Fargo, shared advice on maintaining a
personal touch in customer service.
Wells Fargo outperformed its large bank
peers in the recent Forrester Consumer
Advocacy Survey.
“A key reason is the vision and values
of Wells Fargo … the vision of satisfying
all of our customers’ financial needs, and
of giving them the tools to help them
succeed financially.”
Wells Fargo’s strategy is to maximize
the number of relationships they have with
each customer. “The more relationships
we have, the more we understand about
them, and we can leverage that information to really benefit them,” he said.
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Rewarding Debit Card Use
The eForum incorporated three compelling case studies from industry peers
that demonstrate successful programs and
workable road maps for achieving results.
Charlotte Norton, vice president of Card
Services at Randolph-Brooks Federal Credit
Union, explained the institution’s debit
rewards program.
“We had a successful cash-back program on one of our credit cards but were
slow to market with debit,” said Norton.
“One of the reasons we were holding back
is that we just couldn’t get comfortable
with merchandise or travel rewards.”
Five years ago, the credit union decided
on a simple idea: pay cardholders a nickel
every time they perform a debit transaction. After doing some calculations, they
determined they could bump up the
per-transaction reward to 10 cents and
launched the Earn a Dime Every Time
program.
Members earned a combined $4.2
million in 2009. The payoff for the credit
union was 6 percent growth in signature
transactions and 9 percent growth in PIN
activity last year, compared to 5 percent
and 8 percent, respectively, during the
previous year.
Rappoport sees the credit union’s
program as a great way to reward account
holders, while requiring minimal time and
effort on the part of the institution.

eForum

- World Marketplace
New Service Combinations
In the second case study, Frost Bank’s
Bobby Berman, group executive vice
president, discussed the Frost Momentum
account, an online, hybrid account that
supports both spending and saving by
incrementally increasing the interest rate
with transaction volume. This innovative
product was created to attract and
diversify account holders.
“One core strategy of our business is
to try to get what our chairman calls the
customer’s ‘funnel account,’ or their
primary checking account,” said Berman.
“The concept behind the Frost Momentum
account was to create an online product
that would attract customer segments
that might not have thought about Frost
in the past.”
Crucial elements of the account
include:
• Tools that allow account holders to
direct funds to spending and savings
accounts as desired
• Debit card access with unlimited
transactions
• No check writing
• A higher interest rate on savings with
increased debit card usage
“Everybody thought this would be an
account for younger people, since it’s an
online account, but that has not proven to
be true. There’s an even distribution across
different age groups,” said Berman. “In

addition, 44 percent of the accounts have
been opened during non-banking hours,
which shows you that people are looking
for convenience.”
Hewitt commented, “The advantage
of this type of account is that it enabled
Frost to reposition itself and approach
consumers in an entirely new way.”

Social Media Explosion
Utilizing experience drawn from
previous marketing leadership positions at
Whole Foods and Starbucks, John Moore,
founder of Brand Autopsy, shared his views
on using social media tools such as Twitter
and Facebook as listening channels rather
than talking channels.
“Social media has profoundly changed
the way financial institutions communicate
with their customers,” said Moore. “Twitter
gives smaller businesses the same opportunity to have a voice with consumers as
big businesses – they can have direct
conversations.”
In the third case study, First Tennessee’s
Marlon Julias, digital marketing specialist,
and Tina Widner, vice president of
Banking Services, discussed the social
media strategies they use to connect with
consumers. The bank does not promote
products or services on its Twitter and
Facebook accounts, but focuses on
developing relationships.
First Tennessee shares information
about upcoming events, as well as photos
and recaps of past events, highlighting
charitable causes. These channels of
communication do not replace traditional
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avenues but expand contact points, making
First Tennessee versatile and accessible to a
broader range of customers.
“Social media has allowed us to expand
our servicing contact points,” added Widner.
“We still maintain all the different delivery
channels we’ve always offered, but it has
allowed us to reach out and service more
customers. I believe it’s helping us meet the
needs of that generation, or segment of
customers, that like to do business through
social media.”
When asked if financial institutions
should be “Tweeting,” Moore suggested
they begin by seeing if their customers are
tweeting. “Search to see if conversations are
happening about your financial institution,
and if so, jump in the pool,” he said.
“Too many companies just use Twitter to
promote what they’re doing or to promote
upcoming programs,” Moore cautioned.
“That’s fine to do occasionally, but it’s more
important to spend time responding to
conversations customers are having
regarding banking or financial questions.”
Moore suggested companies first ask
themselves if their corporate culture is
compatible with having these open twoway conversations. “If you plug in social
media, you’re going to have a very hard
time unplugging it,” he said.
If you were unable to join the live
Insights & Solutions eForum, or if you would
like to revisit it, log on to the Professional
Development section of the PULSE website
at www.pulsenetwork.com/pd.
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Higher Profitability, Greater Security

PULSE® Internet PIN Debit Delivers

T

he Internet continues to push the
boundaries of commerce, putting a
broad spectrum of retail opportunities at consumers’ fingertips. Shoppers are
able to buy goods and services around
the world from the comfort of their
living rooms.
However, some consumers are still wary
of submitting private information such as
debit card numbers online. Still others – an
estimated 12 percent – hold PIN-only debit
cards, preventing them from using the card
for an online purchase. These individuals
often turn to alternative payment sources,
or even refrain from Internet purchases
altogether.
Now your financial institution can
empower these consumers to buy online,
thereby enabling you to service your
account holders and earn the resulting
interchange revenue. Debit card issuers
also can capture transactions that are
currently made with credit cards and
alternative payment methods.
PULSE Internet PIN Debit is a secure
payment option that allows shoppers to
use their PIN for online purchases. The
solution opens the door to new segments
of cardholders who previously did not use
their debit cards online, while offering
current online shoppers a secure new
option for payment.
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Advanced Security

Total Value

Powered by Acculynk’s PaySecure®
technology, PULSE Internet PIN Debit takes
the security of PIN debit, previously experienced only at the point of sale, into the
online shopping environment. The solution
begins with strong anti-phishing features,
and follows with a host of security
measures including a scrambling PIN
pad, locked keyboard and instant
data encryption.
No private information passes through
the merchant site, and no magnetic stripe
data is captured. Cardholders also can
choose to enroll in additional security
options such as a personalized image on
the virtual PIN pad, a customized security
phrase and the display of their last
three transactions.
To verify the security and benefits of
Internet PIN debit, PULSE tested the solution with select financial institutions and
their account holders. Over a 10-month
period, cardholders made purchases online
with their debit cards, producing these
compelling results:
• 54 percent of shoppers chose to
complete a PIN debit transaction over
a signature debit transaction
• Chargebacks decreased by 77 percent
compared to signature debit
• Zero fraudulent transactions were
reported

PULSE Internet PIN Debit empowers
issuers to provide their cardholders with a
fully issuer-branded payment experience.
Financial institutions can submit card
artwork and logos to present an online
PIN pad to their cardholders that mirrors
the design of their debit card, and the
issuer’s logo is displayed prominently
during the transaction.
Recent changes to Regulation E
and other government mandates on
the horizon are threatening to constrain
financial institution earnings. PULSE
Internet PIN Debit delivers increased
income through expanded revenue
streams, reduced chargebacks and
decreased fraud losses. It all adds up
to higher profitability that can help offset
potential losses from regulation changes,
and provide overall value for issuers,
merchants and consumers alike.
To experience the sound security,
easy integration and expanded revenue
of PULSE Internet PIN Debit, call your
account manager today at 800-420-4122,
or log on to www.pulsenetwork.com/ipd
to watch a brief product demonstration.
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Trend Spotting

Online Personal Financial
Management Takes Center Stage

Credit Union Journal
Pen Air Federal Credit Union, Pensacola,
Fla., has launched a program that benefits
five area school districts. When a credit
union member enrolls in the Share It debit
card program, the credit union donates a
penny to the member’s school district of
choice each time the member completes
a signature debit transaction. There is no
cost to members or districts to participate
in the program.

A

s consumers become more and
more comfortable, even dependent on, managing their finances
on the Internet, they also expect more
complex and specialized online services.
Online Personal Financial Management
(PFM) tools enable consumers to
consolidate and oversee all their
financial activity – including debit card
transactions – on a single site.
Users monitor and conduct transactions for checking accounts, credit cards,
investments, personal loans and a host of
other financial products. Although the
concept is not new, PFM continues to
evolve as Internet technology advances.
Companies such as Mint.com provide
Personal Financial Management tools free
of charge to consumers, while third-party
sponsors pay referral fees. In turn, sponsors’
ads are matched to users based on their
specific spending habits.
Financial institutions are increasingly
incorporating these services into their own
sites, in conjunction with their traditional
products. Merging all of an account holder’s financial data into one location affords
the host organization the opportunity to
analyze the spending, saving and investment habits of users.
Institutions employ key words and
transaction details, such as merchant
names, to present users with customized
third-party ads and offerings. Additionally,
companies like Geezeo have developed
software applications that enable institutions to integrate the product into their
online banking systems.
Research company Gartner, Inc. sees
personalized services such as PFM as a key
differentiator in self-service retail banking
delivery. Although awareness of online
PFM sites remains low, 44 percent of
respondents to a 2009 Gartner survey who
use online banking said it was “important”
or “very important” for them to be able to
better analyze spending and cash flow.

Florida CU Shares Interchange
with Schools

Consumers Still Prefer Debit

“Online banking is no longer a major
differentiator; personalization that enables
personal financial management is,” said
Gartner’s Stessa B. Cohen in a research
paper titled, Geezeo’s PFM Platform Lets
Smaller Banks Get ‘Personal.’ What’s even
more interesting, says Cohen, “Small banks
and credit unions aren’t waiting for larger
banks to prove the technology to achieve
personalization.”
Consumers are busier, and likely more
frugal, than ever. Account holders enjoy
the convenience and efficiency of Personal
Financial Management, as well as the
peripheral benefit of targeted product and
services offerings. Value-added services
and an element of personalization can go a
long way in solidifying consumers’ loyalty
to financial services providers.
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PaymentsSource
Consumers prefer to use debit cards
at the point of sale, but alternative
payments are increasingly used online,
concludes a survey by Auriemma
Consulting. Approximately 65 percent of
respondents use a debit card each month
to make purchases. Respondents use
debit for 17.2 percent of transactions and
credit cards for 12.7 percent. They averaged $503 in monthly debit purchases
and $566 on credit. Some 58 percent
prefer PIN debit and 42 percent signature.
Of the 78 percent who shop online, 70
percent use credit cards, 39 percent use
alternative payments and 37 percent
use debit cards (respondents could select
more than one option). Fifty-one percent
view alternative payments as the most
secure option online.

PCI Compliance Doesn’t Guarantee
Data Security
Digital Transactions
Merchant compliance with Payment Card
Industry (PCI) Data Security Standards is
no guarantee against data breaches,
according to a study by Verizon Business.
Twenty-one percent of breached entities
subject to PCI standards were found compliant in their annual assessment prior to
the breach. While payment card data was
involved in 54 percent of breaches and
accounted for 83 percent of compromised records, its share is declining. A
few years ago, card numbers accounted
for 80 percent of breaches and nearly all
stolen data.

www.pulse-eft.com

Aftermath of Regulatory Changes (continued from page 1)

insufficient. Without an account holder
opting in, institutions can approve or deny
the transaction, but cannot collect a fee for
approving the transaction into a negative
balance. Kerstein believes the new rule
places significant revenue at risk, impacting
the fundamental profitability of DDAs.
He emphasized how vital it is to focus
on the key account holders that drive
revenue. According to the 2008 FDIC Study
of Bank Overdraft Programs, a mere 9 percent
of all DDAs are responsible for 88 percent
of overdraft revenue.

a few said they intend to eliminate free
checking and implement new fees or
increase existing ones. Still others plan
to improve overall customer relationships
to increase sales.
In addition to these options, Kerstein
underscores the importance of a consistent
on-boarding process – including overdraft
opt-in for new account holders – to ensure
every effort is made to maintain revenue.
After all, account opening is the best
opportunity to cross-sell products and
services, since face-to-face visits are a rarity.

Durbin Interchange Amendment:
Debit Interchange at Risk

Additional Strategies

The Durbin Amendment, directs the
Federal Reserve to issue rules that ensure
debit interchange fees are reasonable and
proportional to processing costs. Peak
reports a possible 60 percent decrease in
debit interchange revenue as a result of the
amendment. There is an exemption for
smaller institutions (<$10 billion in assets).
But, with significant uncertainty remaining,
financial institutions are looking for ways
to compensate.

Strategy 1: New Products

Consumers are “changing channels”
when it comes to financial services use,
says Kerstein. The economy has shifted,
along with consumer behaviors, and
financial institutions must re-evaluate
their product mix. Two innovative services
that are drawing attention are Personal
Financial Management (PFM) and
build-to-order free checking.
PFM tools allow consumers to manage
their finances across multiple accounts
and organizations in one virtual location
Tipping the Scales
(see related story, page 9).
Peak asked survey respondents what
Build-to-order checking offers free
actions they will take to address the
basic account services and applies fees to
potential decline in interchange and
premium features. Account holders have
overdraft fee income. While 57 percent
clear visibility into pricing, as well as the
reported tactics to increase cross-selling
efforts and 34 percent will reduce expenses, full line of available services, so that no
sales opportunity is missed.
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Strategy 2: Restructured Rewards
While rewards for credits cards have
been in place for a while, debit rewards
programs have only begun to flourish in
recent years. However, dampening profitability may affect an institution’s ability to
continue offering these programs.
Merchant-funded rewards programs are
one way to bolster debit rewards without
losing revenue or valuable clients. When
issuers work to increase traffic and possible
sales for a merchant, the merchant is
often willing to provide attractive offers
to cardholders.
Financial institutions may also maintain
debit rewards programs by limiting access
to account holders who partake in multiple
services, such as online bill payments and
electronic statements, in addition to DDAs.
And delivering cash-back rewards in the
form of prepaid debit cards will generate
extra interchange revenue when the
cards are used.
The financial industry landscape as
we know it is a thing of the past. Reg E
changes have already been implemented,
and the Durbin Amendment has been
passed as part of the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
Kerstein believes that there is more to
come. During an economic downturn,
when many individuals and businesses are
facing financial difficulties, it is likely that
fee income and payments revenue will
remain under pressure for the foreseeable
future. With the right outlook and the right
tools, financial institutions can embrace
the challenges as an opportunity for
innovation and new business generation.
To listen to the PULSE Academy
featuring the Peak Peformance survey or
download Kerstein’s presentation, please
visit www.pulsenetwork.com/pd.

PULSE PAY ® Choice Of fers
Higher Interchange Revenue

P

ULSE now offers an alternative
participation level featuring higher
interchange revenue to qualified
financial institutions. The PULSE PAY Choice
program offers a $0.03 to $0.05 increase
over standard PULSE PAY general retail and
grocery POS interchange rates.
On average, PULSE PAY Choice participants are expected to earn 32 percent
higher interchange revenue than PULSE’s
2009 interchange rates on grocery and
general retail transactions (as compared to
PULSE’s 2009 interchange rates). The actual
increase for each participating institution
will vary based on the merchant transaction mix of the institution’s cardholders.
Financial institutions that wish to be
considered for participation in PULSE PAY
Choice must satisfy the following criteria:
• PULSE PAY Choice termed agreement
• PULSE exclusivity for PIN POS debit
• No discriminatory fees for consumer
PIN debit use
• Zero liability for consumers on PIN
debit transactions

“The potential benefits of PULSE
PAY Choice are significant, given
growth in the use of PIN debit at the
point of sale,” said Judith McGuire,
PULSE senior vice president, Product
Management. “We continually seek
to enhance the value of PIN debit for
our network participants, and we
hope they find PULSE PAY Choice
to be a compelling alternative.”
Participants who are interested
in qualifying for PULSE PAY Choice
should be advised that the potential
impact of the interchange fee
provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act on the program is unclear at
this time.
To discuss qualifications for
PULSE PAY Choice, call your account
manager today at 800-420-2122, or
contact the Client Services team
at 877-247-8573.

Debit Card Use Remains Robust (continued from page 1)

Issuers surveyed realized overall debit
transaction growth of 10 percent in 2009,
comprised of 13 percent growth in PIN
debit and 9 percent growth in signature
debit. Although the average ticket size was
$41 for PIN and $35 signature, 58 percent
of all debit transactions were less than
$20. In addition, active debit cardholders
(those who conducted at least one PIN or
signature POS transaction within the last
30 days) performed, on average, 17.3 POS
transactions per month.
“The debit market continues to
weather the economic storm as a result
of consumer preference for debit and
increasing merchant acceptance of smallticket debit transactions,” said Cindy
Ballard, PULSE executive vice president.
“As consumers scaled back spending
during the recession, they embraced a
pay-as-you-go approach and are keeping
their debit card top of wallet.”
As debit card transactions continue to
increase, issuers are more concerned about
the impact of fraud on profitability. In 2009,
95 percent of the debit card issuers surveyed were affected by data breaches,
making fraud mitigation a top challenge.

Issuers’ average signature POS fraud
losses increased 43 percent last year from
5.2 basis points (bps) to 7.5 bps, and PIN
POS fraud losses rose by 24 percent from
0.8 bps to 1.0 bps.
“Despite the uptick in fraud, growth
in the debit market remains solid, and the
2010 study identified specific areas of
opportunity for sustaining momentum,
such as business debit and rewards
programs that are more integrated with
checking accounts,” said Tony Hayes, an
Oliver Wyman partner, who served as
project lead on the study. “The debit
market has shown resiliency despite the
economic challenges, as consumers
turn to readily available funds over other
payment methods.”
Issuers also cited government regulations as a major challenge. Changes to
Regulation E were a main topic of concern
at the time of the survey. With interchange
and overdrafts producing approximately
$118 of annual revenue per active card,
those surveyed expect that the Reg E
changes will result in fewer approved
transactions, lower interchange income
and less lucrative debit card programs,
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impacting debit card profitability over the
next two years.
In spite of the challenges identified for
2010, issuers expect an average increase
in PIN transactions of 9 percent and an
8 percent increase in signature debit transactions. In addition, issuers are focused this
year on improving overall debit portfolio
performance, enhancing rewards programs
and capitalizing on the potential of
business debit.
To download an executive summary
of the 2010 Debit Issuer Study, please visit
www.pulsenetwork.com/research.
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Debit is Here to Stay
The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and
Consumer Protection Act was signed into
law on July 21, 2010. Despite opposition
from the banking and payments industries,
the bill includes the Durbin Interchange
Amendment, which gives the Federal
Reserve authority to regulate debit card
interchange fees for financial institutions
whose asset size is over $10 billion. The
amendment further requires that debit
interchange be “reasonable and proportional” to the incremental cost incurred by
an issuer with respect to the transaction.
This legislation will undoubtedly result
in sweeping changes to the debit business.
We will not know the full extent of these
changes until the Federal Reserve’s rulemaking process is completed next year.
Waiting to see how they interpret the new
law creates significant uncertainty for debit

card issuers. After all, the profitability of
your debit program is at stake.
We at PULSE are confident that debit
will continue to be the preferred form of
payment for consumers throughout the
U.S. We are also convinced that debit will
remain a viable and important product
for card issuers, payment networks and
merchants.
The 2010 Debit Issuer Study revealed
overall debit transaction growth of 10
percent in 2009. This figure is impressively
robust, given the state of the economy last
year. Interestingly, small-ticket transactions,
an emerging market for debit, account
for much of the heightened activity seen
during 2009, indicating increased use of
debit for lower-value transactions.
In spite of debit’s strong historical
growth, it is understandable that the

IN CLOSING

A Day with JA
As part of the Discover Success in
Schools community outreach program,
13 PULSE volunteers served as mentors
at PULSE’s adopted school, Dodson
Elementary in Houston, teaching important
business topics to students. Through a
partnership with Junior Achievement (JA),
the employees participated in “A Day
with JA.”

The volunteers spent one school
day in May with Dodson’s third-,
fourth- and fifth-grade students.
The event was a great way to get
employees engaged, and to give
back to the community.
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post-Durbin world may appear frightening
to debit card issuers. However, there are
reasons to believe that PIN debit, in
particular, will benefit from the changes
to come.
PULSE will continue to closely follow
developments as the regulatory process
proceeds. As more details become available,
we will analyze the impact of the impending changes and create a comprehensive
strategy for supporting our financial
institution participants in maintaining
successful debit card programs.
We remain committed to our strategy
of maximizing the profitability of debit for
your institution and the value of debit for
your cardholders. In the coming months,
our focus will be on finding new ways to
support the profitability of your debit
card program.

